Client Access to DMAʼs Claims System

DMA (David Morse & Associates) uses a Web browser-based claims system in all its offices.
We can provide access to the system for our clients so clients can instantly
view progress on claims that have been assigned to a DMA adjuster. Access to the system would include the following benefits:
 Access to DMA adjuster notes, diaries, reports, photographs, any other
attachments and invoices. For example, if you need to know whether
an appointment with an insured or claimant has been made, you can
access DMA’s claims system, rapidly locate the specific claim in which
you are interested and check the Notes field. No need to call the adjuster and possibly leave a message and wait for a return call.
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 Past reports, photos, email traffic on the subject of the claim and more
all accessible via your web browser in the Claims System.

 Electronic attachments to the claim file can be downloaded to your computer at any time. Financial transactions, reserves and payments, can
be entered and tracked and reported as needed.
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 Many standard reports on claims are available from the claims system
report menu. Custom data exports from the system are also available.

 Access to the system is secure. Only individuals with user names and
passwords will have access, and then only to assignments from the
company they work for and the specific office in which they are employed. Client access is limited to only that client’s claims.

Additional training is available to enable the client to exchange communications with the handling adjuster by efficient use of claims diaries from
within the system.
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The system provides search procedures making it easy to find the claim in
which you are interested. You can search by DMA’s claim number, your claim
number, insured or claimant name, date the assignment was sent to DMA, etc.

The system makes our work for you more efficient and our turnaround time
faster. We would like to also put the system to work for you. Once your office decides to obtain access, we will provide web training sessions, user
names and passwords to get you going.
If this is something that would benefit you and your office, please give us
the name and contact data for the appropriate person in your company with
which to make the arrangements necessary to establish access.
Chris Marchant
cmarchant@dmaclaims.com
(323) 342-6827
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